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To Our Alumni And Other Friends:
Why do so many of today's college students struggle with basic mathematics classes? The
search for an answer to that national question led members of our math faculty last year to
explore the use of computer technology In teaching this fundamental subject.
Our institutional concern for lack of student success In developmental or remedial classes in
algebra prompted a visit with Dr. Mann Sharma of Clark Atlanta University. This prominent
mathematics educator had developed an Instructional delivery system using computer
technology for more effective teaching of basic math skills.
Two of our math faculty members, Dr. Rodger Hammons and Joyce Saxon, were convinced
that we should give It a try. As a result we installed a special electronic classroom designed for
the teaching of developmental algebra.
This novel approach allows students, at their individual pace, to repeatedly take diagnostic
practice tests until they are prepared to undergo graded examinations. In addition, the system
includes multimedia lecture notes for class presentations and a complete record keeping
component which allows faculty to manage 30 computer workstations at the same time.
After using this Innovative approach, the faculty observed that students had a more positive
attitude, made better grades, and an analysis of three semesters of classwork confirmed that
students were more successful In their next math course than before the computer-based
process began.
Saxon felt strongly that this mastery learning process should be tried In other, more advanced
math classes so she wrote a grant application to the National Science Foundation. Although NSF
funding is highly competitive, MSU received a $50,000 grant to pay half of the cost of a 25-station
computer lab for five other math courses- college algebra, statistics, trigonometry, pre-calculus
and calculus. The University matched the grant and the new lab should be operational during
the spring semester.
Technology is exploding all over the world and It Is obvious that strong math skills are vital to
success In many professions. That gives us good reason to be proud that our faculty members are
using cutting-edge technology to effectively teach the ancient science of mathematics to those
who will live In the even higher-tech world of the future.
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MSU grad relishes challenge
Risk-taker Gary Riley makes mark in business world
BY PRIDE GRAFF

Gary Riley's style of
management has been
described as "casual." The
former Carter County resident's
meteoric ascent to top
management levels of the
business world is anything but
casual.
Riley earned his
undergraduate degree from
Morehead State University in
1978 and his master's degree in
accounting from the University
of Kentucky the following year.
Gary VanMeter, MSU
associate professor of
accounting, recalls Riley as an
outstanding student. "It was
more than that: He was an
aggressive student. He
wouldn't just sit back and
accept the teaching without
questioning why it was
important. He was a challenge
to have in class but an
interesting one because he
made the class come alive ior
everyone," VanMeter said.
Hired as an accountant for
Price Waterhouse in 1980, Riley
was promoted within two years
to senior accountant. By 1986,
he had risen within the ranks to
senior manager. In 1989, Price
Waterhouse announced Riley's
admittance to partnership in the
firm. At age 34, he had already
attained what many people
would consider the pinnacle of
success. Yet, he wanted more.
VanMeter says Riley had
always relished challenge. In
March 1990, Riley resigned
. from his partnership in Price
Waterhouse to accept the

position of president of Zollner
Pistons in Fort Wayne, Ind. He
had found a challenge. He was
leaving the security of Price
Waterhouse to become the CEO
of a company on the verge of
bankruptcy.
Riley had headed a Price
Waterhouse troubleshooting
team in 1989 to ascertain what
steps would be needed for
Zollner's rebuilding by
examining its current status. He
discovered a company without
a cost accounting system or an
annual budget, without a
business plan or management
development. Zollner had lost
$2 million in 1988 and Riley
estimated it would suffer a $7
million loss in 1989.
Yet, "ii I didn't take the
challenge, I would wonder the
rest of m y life whether I could
have made the critical
difference," Riley said.
Zollner, like other automobile
industries, was faced with stiff
competition in an everchanging world market.
Business methods and facilities
had become obsolete.
Riley turned the company
around. He discovered Zollner
had lost touch with its
customers. He cut down the list
to six core customers. This
pared the product line
considerably and reduced the
work force needed. By
personally visiting and talking
to his core of customers, he
restored customer confidence in
Zollner's ability to provide a
quality product.

Encouraging
his employees,
both
management
and union
workers, to be a
part of the
company, Riley
revived a spirit
of cooperation.
He eliminated
suits from the
required
Gary Riley, right a former Carter County resident and
dresscode for
MSU alumnus who heads his own company In lndlana,
recently was named the Outstanding Alumnus by MSU's
staff and
College o f Business. Presenting Riley wffh a plaque
management
commemorating 1he honor Is Gary VanMeter. MSU
and begana
associate professor of accounting. Riley, a graduate of
East Carter High School, Is president of Zollner Company
process of
Umited Partnership In Fort Wayne.
tearing down
barriers between
workers and management. He
the atmosphere and attitude of
instituted a new management
the company as a whole.
policy of touring the plant
Community involvement has
regularly to garner employees'
also grown, thanks to Riley. He
input and suggestions.
is active in the Chamber of
"We have a President's
Commerce, Junior
Council whose members are
Achievement, and the United
nominated by and represent
Way, and encourages Zollner
Zollner's 1100 employees,"
employees to participate.
Riley said. "I meet with these
Recently, Riley was honored
people once a month to answer as the first recipient of MSU's
whatever questions they may
College of Business
have and to give them an
Outstanding Alumnus Award.
update on the company." He
He is also a former nominee for
said this gives the employees a
the 1994 Turnaround
sense of ownership in the
Entrepreneur of the Year.
company because they know
Riley said his advice to
their input is valued.
today's business majors would
Riley's style of management
be to "not limit yourself. Aim
has sparked a metamorphosis
high. Have a plan and map out
in Zollner Pistons. By 1993,
what you want out of your
Zollner Pistons reported an
career. Don't be afraid to
income of $8.4 million. But, the
change the plan, but have one.
change in Zollner is not just a
Continue to broaden your
figure on the bottom line. It is
horizons." •
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Private giving on the rise
Sept. 94 Board of Regents report progress
BY fUDY YANCY

Private giving at Morehead
State University reached an alltime high of nearly $1.7 million
during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1994.
In its quarterly meeting
Friday, Sept. 16, MSU's Board of
Regents learned that private
giving to the University had
increased by 5 percent over the
previous year and that the
number of alumni donors had
grown by more than 22 percent.
The number of total
contributors increased by 14
percent.
In other business, the regents
gave the go ahead for MSU to
acquire the former Cowden
Manufacturing building at a
cost of $450,000 or $11.15 per
square foot, pending the state
Finance and Administration
Cabinet's final approval. The
facility is located on Main
Street, one mile west of the
campus.
The 41,000 square foot
building will be used for
storage and other warehouserelated functions including
MSU's paper and aluminum
recycling program, and surplus
property sales, according to
Porter Dailey, MSU vice
president for administration
and fiscal services.
Earlier, MSU had allocated
$350,000 to build a 12,000
square foot warehouse.
Preliminary estimates for
design and construction of a
new facility were $40 per
square foot, exclusive of land
costs. Those funds will now be
applied to this project.
"Acquisition of this facility
will enable us to terminate
other warehouse leases and
4
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consolidate a number of
functions," Dailey said.
Additionally, the building will
be readily accessible to the new
U.S. 60 bypass.
Among numerous reports
received by the regents was the
preliminary fall enrollment
figure which showed 8,585
students enrolled-a decrease
of 3.5 percent from the final fall
1993 figure of 8,899.
While the University expects
to exceed its budget projection
figure of 8,600 when the final
tally is in, MSU President
Ronald G. Eaglin told the
board in the future it should
expect to see even more
conservative figures in
enrollment and housing
projections for budgetary
purposes.
"It's much easier to make
adjustments on the fron t end
and be surprised when those
projections are exceeded than
the other way around," he said.
The board also amended its
by-laws to add a new
committee for oversight of
external and internal audits; to
alter sentences referring to
components of the University
community by placing
students first, and to reflect an
11-.m ember board with the
addition of a staff regent.
The oath of office was
administered to Gene Caudill,
the first staff regent; Mark
Anderson, a Georgetown,
Ohio, junior, the new student
regent and SGA president, and
Board Chairman William R
Seaton of Ashland, who was
reappointed to a new six-year
term. •
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College of Business Needs
Alumni Support
The College of Business recently established a placement
committee whose purpose It is to he lp graduating students
find employment opportunities. The committee Is seeking
assistance in this endeavor from college alumni working in
business-related fields. Members of the committee are
asking alumni to provide them with information about
possible career opportunities with their employers. The
committee plans to develop a brochure of prospective
students that will include their resumes and academic
achievements, then send those brochures to employers.
Each graduating student within the College of Business will
have the opportunity to have his or her credentials placed
in the brochure. Please complete and remit the following
Information sheet If you would like to assist the committee
members in this process.
Thank you in advance,
Dr. Beverly McCormick, Dean
College of Business

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Name~------------------Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Phone Number (

) _ _ _ _ __

Work Phone Number (

) _ __ _ _ __

Degree Earned _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Year Graduated _ _ _ _ _ __
Major/Emphasis _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Employer's Name _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ __
Employer's Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Held _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Remit to:
Placement Committee
College of Business
Morehead State University
UPO Box896
Morehead, KY 40351

MSU €hosen for funding
by Americorps
One of six sites to share in $1.4 million
BY /UDY YANCY

Gov. Brereton C. Jones
recently announced that
Morehead State University will
be one of six sites in the state to
share $1.4 million in federal
funding through a new national
service initiative entitled
AmeriCorps.
Signed into law in 1993 by
President Bill Clinton,
AmeriCorps is designed to
address a wide variety of the
nation's needs in such areas as
education, public safety, human
service and the environment.
Participants receive a $7,640
living allowance, free health
care benefits, chlid care benefits
when eligible, and an
educational award of $4,725.
The education award may be
used for post-secondary
education or to pay back
student loans.
The University's project,
MSUCorps, will provide tutors
'and mentors for "high-risk"
students in eight Eastern
Kentucky counties in its service
region: Bath, Carter, Lewis,
Magoffin, Menifee,
Montgomery, Rowan and
Wolfe. MSU will be working
closely with 17 Family Resource
and Youth Services centers in
those counties.
First year funding for
MSUCorps, a three-year effort,
will be $239,177 in federal
monies with an additional
$266,122 in cash and gifts-inkind from the participating
Genters and the University.

"MSU is proud to be selected
as a project site," said MSU
President Ronald G. Eaglin.
"We view this as a win-win
program benefiting those who
serve and those who are served.
It's an innovative attempt to
solve a variety of social
problems at the grassroots
level."
Dr. Dan Connell, director of
MSU's Academic Services
Center and the MSUCorps
program, described the project.
"Our intent is to increase the
chances of student success in
school by involving the whole
family in the education process
through tutoring, mentoring
and parental involvement
programs for high-risk students
and their parents.
"MSUCorps project members
will work with personnel at
Family Resource and Youth
Services centers who will
identify the high-risk students.
Ultimately our tutors/mentors
will connect the students with
mentors in their own
community," he added.
Steve L. Swim of Salt Lick has
been named coordinator of the
program with Betty L. Karrick
of Wallingford as the assistant
coordinator.
"Currently we are recruiting
18 tutors/mentors from the
areas to be served. Ideally they
will commit to one year of
service and then either pursue
their education goal or seek
employment," Dr. Connell said.

Gov. Brereton C. Jones, left, visited campus to present President Eaglln
with a rep/lea of a check for $239. 777. which represented the first-year
funding from AmeriCorps for the University's MSUCorps program. A
three-year effort. MSU's program will provide tutors and mentors for hlghr/sk students In eight Eastern Kentucky counties.

Salyersville FRC, Janelle May;
"The support of school
(in Menifee County) Menifee
superintendents and Family
County FRYSC1 Mickey Little;
Resource and Youth Services
(in Montgomery County)
centers personnel has been
Camargo Elementary FRC,
tremendous. We appreciate the
Christie Redmond; Mapleton/
enthusiasm they have already
Mt. Sterling FRC, Joe Gomes;
shown for the program," he
(in Rowan County) Project
added.
Breakthrough YSC, Carol
Centers and their
Turner; Project Reach, Darinda
cooidinators working with
Ramey-Marriner; (in Wolfe
MSU include: (in Bath County)
County) Wolfe County FRC,
Bath County FRC, Rodney
Susan Lacy.
Mitchell; Bath County High
The Kentucky Community
School YSC, Rhonda Blevins;
Service Commission, a 25Bath County Middle School
member agency created by Gov.
YSC, Ron Weaver; (in Carter
Jones,
is responsible for
County) East Carter YSC, Becky
overseeing the state's
Walker; Operation Care, David
AmeriCorps program which is
Messer; Prichard PRC, Elleen
funded by the Corporation for
McCarten; West Carter YSC,
National Service. The KCSC is
Brenda Chandler; (in Lewis
chaired by Franklin Jelsma with
County) Lewis County YSC,
David Crowley as director.
David Childrey; (in Magoffin
According to KCSC officials,
County) Herald Whitaker
Middle School YSC, Bernadette the AmeriCorps funding to
Kentucky is nearly twice the
Carpenter; Magoffin County
High School YSC, Diane Lykins; state's former allocation. •
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Estate
planning
puts
you
in charge
Estate planning gives you the
chance to run the show. By
planning ahead you can
dictate how your estate Is
distributed at your death.
Because if you don't have a
plan, your state has one for
you-spelled out In Its tax
codes.
In your estate plan, you can
provide for your spouse and
children; establish trusts for
the care of adults who are, or
who you suspect may
become, Incapacitated due
to age or Illness; put aside
funds for your children's
education, and the like. There
are even methods by which
you can Include Morehead
State In your estate plan and
pass on significant wealth
with reduced or eliminated
gift and/or estate taxes.
We would llke to help you
counteract the eroding
effects of estate taxes. So we
are offering a free booklet
"Simple Ways to Reduce
Estate Taxes." This
comprehensive yet easy-toread publlcatlon will p rovide
priceless information that can
help you plan your financial
future and avoid unnecessary
taxation. For your copy,
please contact:

Athletic Hall of Fame Inductees at MSU
MSU's 1994 Homecoming was the setting for induction ceremonies for five individuals into the Athletic Holl of
Fame. Honored at the banquet for their influence in sports were. from left. Corl Deaton of Greensburg.
football: Wait Terrell of Union. baseball: Martha Rust Sizemore of Independence, volleyball; Frank Robertson
of Lexington, football; Lawrence Corter of Vero Beach. Flo., football and basketball. and Louis Rogan of
Columbus. Ohio, football.

Kentucky Folk

Art Center
1994-95 Program

Schedule
Dec. 2 to March 1, 1995,
"New Faces at the
Kentucky Folk Art Center."
Painting and sculptures by
many of the best known
artists from across the
Southeastern United States,
as well as fascinating
works by little-known
Kentucky artists, make up
this powerful exhibition of
self-taught art representing
works recently added to
the permanent collection at
the Kentucky Folk Art
Center.

Bob Howerton
Planned Giving Officer
Morehead State University
Palmer Development House
Morehead, KY 40351-1689

·New Faces. # will be on display at the Kentucky Folk Art Center on MSU's campus. Among the
works from the Center'S permanent coffectlon to be featured will be this series of carved portraits
of Eastern Kentucky folk artists by Miiford Miller of Powell County. They ore. from left Corl
McKenzie, Hugo Sperger, Denzil Goodpaster and Ronald Cooper. Sponsoring the exhibit Is the
Citizens Bonk of Morehead. The Kentucky Folk Art Center is open from 8:30 o.m. to 4:30 p .m . on
weekdays and from 9 o .m. to 5 p .m. on Saturdays. Additional Information Is ovolloble by calling
(606)783-2204.

or call him toll-free
at 1-800-833-4483.
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1994-95 Eagle Basketball Outlook
Coach Fick sees program take shape
BY RANDY STACY

C

oach Dick Fick's
revitalization of the
Morehead State
University Eagle basketball
program continues in 1994-95
with five returning starters, eight
returning lettermen and three
signees who will add both size
and quickness.
The five returning starters have
"grown up" with Fick, now in his
fourth season at MSU. The
personable, exciting Eagle head
coach is beginning to see the
fruition of his recruiting efforts
come to the front with this year's
squad.
Johnnie Williams (6-5, 195, Sr.),
a second-team All-Ohio Valley
Conference selection last season,
led the Eagles in scoring (14.0
ppg.). One of the most versatile
performers in the conference,
Williams has seen action at point
guard, wing and post during his
career. Tyrone Boardley (6-7, 195,
Sr.) was a member of the 1993-94
OVC All-Newcomer Team and
was honorable mention allleague. He led MSU in
rebounding (9.5 rpg.), steals (46)
and field goal percentage (.513).
In conference games only, he led
the Eagles in scoring (15.2 ppg.)
and rebounding (10.4 ppg.).
Mark Majick (6-4, 190, Jr.)
averaged 12.9 ppg. in 1993-94
after sitting out the previous
season as a transfer. He hit a
team-high 74 three-point field
goals. Marty Cline (6-2, 175, Jr.)
has been a starter since his arrival
on the MSU campus. The
playmaker has led MSU in assists
the past two seasons and has hit
nearly 40 percent of three-point

field goal attempts and better
than 87 percent of his free
throws. Kelly Wells (6-7, 210,
Sr.) overcame early season
medical problems to average
11.8 ppg. and 4.2 rpg. Like
Williams, he has the ability to
play anywhere on the floor.
Other returnees are Jerry
Fogle (6-2, 175, So.), Cole
Indestad (6-8, 225, So.) a nd
Mlke Scrogham (6-7, 205, So.).
Fogle came on strong late in
the season, earning several
starts and averaging 9 .2 ppg.
overall and 11.0 ppg. in
conference games. lndestad
saw limited action in 14
·
games. Scrogham averaged
4.1 ppg. and 2.3 rpg. in 27
games as a back-up post
player.
Two good-shooting, quick
junior college guards and a
talented junior college post
player make up the 1994-95
recruiting class. Ivan Colbert
(5-11, 180, Jr.) was a standout
at Joliet College. Mark
Kinnaird (5-11, 170, Jr.) was a
key member of last season's
Sullivan College squad. And,
Marlon Witherspoon (6-8, 205,
Jr.), from South Florida
College, will provide
immediate help inside.
"With two full recruiting
classes, we're beginning to see
our program take shape," Fick
said. "We have a great group
of quality young men and
quality basketball players. We
will challenge our players
again to succeed in the
classroom and on the court
against a quality schedule."

In addition to the always tough Ohio Valley Conference
schedule, the Eagles will take on Nebraska in the first round of the
Ameritas Classic in Lincoln, Neb., Tennessee, Cincinnati, Kent and
Indiana in the first round of the Indiana Classic in Bloomington,
Ind.

What's New with You?
MOREHEAD STATEment welcomes updates on family
additions, job changes, relocations, promotionswhatever you think is newsworthy. Help us keep
track of you by filling out this form and returning It.
Recent newspaper clippings and photos also are
appreciated.
Name
class year
Your home town
Spouse's full name
class year
Spouse's home town
Children
Current address-street
City
State
Zip
News item
:

Telephone number where we can call for
verification or additional information
Send to: MOREHEAD STATEment
Alumni Center
Morehead, KY 40351-1689
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DECEASED
GLADYS

F. McKEEvER 1912

OVERTON
V AHAN

C.

EVANS

1934

K. MAGARIAN 1934

1935
M. RATLIFF 1935
OCTAVIA W. GRAVES 1938
HA.zEL H. WHITAKER 1940
SAMUEL JOHNSON 1941
EUGENE MARTIN 1949
WILLA MAE CAUDILL 1950
BETIY HOLBROOK ROBBINS 1952
PAUL WESTHRFIELD 1953
VIRGIL L. RlsNER 1957
ROBERT L. KISER, II 1959
LoNNIE M. CuCK 1960
GENEVA SHELTON COUNTS 1963
INAMARIE LowE 1967
CAROLE K. l'mLLIPS 1980
KATHY J. RICE MYNHIER 1983
THOMAS B. WARD 1984
ROBERTA R. BROWN 1992
CLOYD McDowl!LL

MAUREEN

TO THE FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS
OF BAIRD MUSIC HALL:

As an "alum" who has gone on to graduate school away from
here, allow me a few minutes of your time to say some things
about your education here at dear old M.S.U.
The training and education you receive here as a musician is as
fine as any you will receive anywhere. Becouse of the classes I
took here at Morehead, I was able to test into the highest
section of graduate theory at C.C.M. Also, I was able to
comletely test out of any remedial history courses, allowing me
to immediately take courses toward my master's degree.
From a performance standpoint, the level of private instruction
here is much, much more than sufficient to prepare you for a
performer's life. Thanks to superb Instruction, I have played well
enough to play with just about anyone without feeling inadequate in any way.
I know I am not the exception. Many Morehead graduates
who go on to graduate work place well toward the top of their
classes, both in academic work and in the performance arena.
In the professional field, Morehead grads have distinguished
themselves at every turn. I think I speak for all when I state that
the Morehead State University Department of Music provided
us with tools needed for success: a strong work ethic, knowledge of the subjects at hand, and a desire to promote what
we do.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK, FOLKSmm

!J~'IL
John Wesley "Wes" Flinn
BM '95
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Ina Marie Lowe, 68, retired MSU assistant professor of
English, died Tuesday, Nov. 14.
A veteran who served in the Air Force for nine years, she
joined the faculty in 1968, teaching until her retirement in
1988. She had been a member of the Modem languages
Assoc:i.ation of America and the Morehead Branch of the
American Association of University Women.
She is swvived by four brothers, John E. Lowe of
Washington Court House,, Ohio; Homer Lowe of West
Jefferson, Ohio; Atlee and Harlan Lowe of Morehead; and
five sisters, Edna Mabry of New Carlisle, Ohio;Ruby Silver
of Selma, Ohio; Ethel Boggs of South Vienna, Ohio;Ada
Newell of Olive Hill and Dorothy Wright of Jamestown,
Ohio.
Memorial contributions may be made to the American
Cancer Society or St Claire Hospice.

CCED study heads off hazards
I-64 corridor to be monitored for environmental safety
BY ]UDY Y ANCY

A

"There is a great deal of
studybyMSU'sCenter
hazardous material being
for Community and
transported on Interstates
Economic Development
nationwide,
but neither the
(CCED) of the flow of hazardous
materials along the 1-64 corridor
federal or state governments
know the extent of the volume or
from Ashland to Louisville will
pattern of movement. In order to
provide state and regional
plan for appropriate training of
authorities with much needed
emergency response personnel
data.
Funded by a $43,340 grant from and equipment, we need to know
when and where these materials
the Kentucky Emergency
are moving."
Response Commission, the
"We do know that there is an
commodity-flow analysis is a joint
annual pattern to the flowproject ofMSU's center and the
chlorine is transported in the
Rowan County Local Emergency
Planning Committee, according to spring-but we don't know the
Dr. Ron Mitchelson, co-director of origin or the destination," Dr.
Mitchelson said. "The kinds of
the center and project director.

hazardous materials are
growing rapidly, making this
study even more important."
For the year-long study
which will be coordinated by C.
Dale Caudill, MSU assistant
professor of management,
tramed student volunteers from
MSU as well as from other
institutions of higher education
will assist in gathering the data
along the 191-mile corridor.
The study will also provide
information from the past five
years as to the history of spills
for terminals and various
locations along the 1-64
corridor.

On hand to finalize the agreement between MSU's Center for Community and Economic Development and
the Kentucky Emergency Response Commission were (front from left) Dr. John C. Phllley. MSU executive vice
president for academic affairs; Robert Boker. chairman of the Rowan County Emergency Planning
Committee. and Vernon Gross. director of the Rowan County DES: (bock from left) Dr. Ron Mitchelson. cod/rector of the center and project director: Mike Harford. co-director of the center. and Dole Caudill. MSU
assistant professor of management and coordinator for the study.

Questionnaires will be
distributed to shippers, terminals,
fire service units and emergency
response units. Field observations
will be conducted at truck stops,
weigh stations, rest areas and
terminals.
Twenty-four key focus points
along the corridor have been
identified for study. Using
sophisticated computer graphics,
maps and other graphics, summary
tables will be produced to show
where and when the greatest
chemical risks take place along the
corridor.
When completed, the project will
document for each of the 24 focus
points:
• the total number of hazardous
material movements per 24-hour
period
• the number of hazardous
material movements per weekday
• the number of hazardous
material movements per weekend
day
• the number and percentage of
hazardous material movements
occurring during peak periods (7-9
a.m. and 4-6 p.m.)
• the relative composition of
hazardous material types
• the comparison of frequency of
total 24-hour hazardous material
movements to daily traffic counts
maintained by the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet.
"This project is going to give us
and other agencies responsible for
emergency response a wealth of
valuable information," said Robert
Baker, chairman of the Rowan
County Emergency Planning
Committee. "It will enable us to be
better prepared for spills and other
catastrophes related to the
transporting of hazardous
materials. We're extremely pleased
to be a partner with MSU's Center
for Community and Economic
Development in this endeavor." •
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MSU 1994-95 Winter Sports Schedule MSU 1994-95 Winter 5pOlts Schedule MSU 1994-95 Winter 5pOlts Schedule
December

men's basketball

2

swimming
men's basketball
swimming
nfle
women·s basketball
r1fle
women's baske1boll
men's basketball
women ' s baske1boll
men's basketball

3

4
6
7
8
9

January

10
19

men·s basketball
men's basketball
women ' s boske1boll

20

women 's basketball
women 's basketball
men' s basketball
women' s basketball
women ' s basketball
men' s basketball
men's basketball
women's basketball
men' s basketball
women ' s basketball
men' s basketball
women ' s baske1boll
men·s basketball
women ' s baske1boll
men's basketball
women's basketball
swimming

21
23
30
3
4
7
9
14
16
21

23

26
27
28
29
30

f.ebruory

4

6
10
11

13
15
16
17- 18

20
25
27

.

men' s basketball
women 's basketball
men·s basketball
women 's basketball
rifle
r1fle
swimming
rifle
m en·s basketball
women's basketball
men's basketball
women's basketball
swim ming
men' s basketball
women's basketball
rifle
men' s basketball
women's basketball
swimming
rifle
men·s basketball
w omen' s basketball
women's basketball
rifle
m en's basketball
swimming
swimming
men's basketball
w omen' s basketball
men·s basketball
women 's basketball
men·s bosketboll
women' s basketball

•OVC gmnes

10
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a t Amer1tos Closslc. Lincoln. Neb.
(MSU. Nebraska. 11 oho St.. Southern Mississippi)
at Virginia Tech
at Amer1tos Closslc. Lincoln. Neb.
UNC-Wllmfngton (at Vo. Tech)
Eagle lnvltottonol
Boll State
Eagle lnvltattonol
at Morson
at Tennessee
Northern Kentucky
at Indiana ClossJc, Bloomington. Ind.
(MSU. lndlono, Coastal Carolina, Miami-Ohio)
a t lndlano ClossJc. Bloomington. Ind.
TBA
Kent State
at Coastal Holiday Clos9c. Myrtle Beach.
TBA
(MSU. Coastal Corollno. College of Chaleston
East Tennessee. Iowa State. UT-Chotonoogo. western
Michigan, North Carolina)
at Coastal Holldoy Clos9c, Myrtle Beach. S.C . TBA
at Coastal Holldoy Clos9c. Myrtle Beach.
TBA
at Northam llllnols
at Dayton
• at Eostem Kentucky
• at Eostem Kentucky
• at Murray State
• Murray State
• at Southeast Mlssour1
• at Southeast Mlssour1
• Austin Peay
• Austin Peay
•Tennessee State
•Tennessee State
• at Tennessee Tech
•at Tennessee Tech
at Western Kentucky
Wr1ghtState
• at Middle Tennessee
• Middle Tennessee
• UT-Mortin
• UT-Mortin
at UT-Mortin Pacer lnvttottonal
at UT-Mortin Pacer Invitational
at Louisville
at Murray State Withrow Invitational
• Eastern Kentuc ky
• Eastern Kentuc ky
•Southeast Mlssour1
•Southeast Mlssourt
at Evansville
Valparaiso
• Murray State
• Murray State
':;)
at OVCTournoment. Murray, Ky.
• at Tennessee State
• at Tennessee State
at Xavier
at OVC Tournament. Murray. Ky.
• a t Austin Peay
• at Austin Peay
at Kentucky
ot Ken1ucky
at Cincinnati
at Davidson (Southern States Chanpionshlps) TBA
at Davidson (Southern States Chanplonshlps) TBA
• a t UT-Mortin
• at UT-Mortin
• Middle Tennessee
• Middle Tennessee
•Tennessee Tech
• Tennessee Tech

s.c.

7:30p.m .
5p.m.
TBA
9o.m.
80.m.
7:30p.m.
80.m.
7p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7p.m .

7:30p.m .

•
~

~

~

~
~

!

~

s.c.

8:05p.m .
7p.m .
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m .
4:30p.m.
2p.m .
8:30p.m.
6:15p.m.
7:45p.m.
5:30p.m.
7:45p.m.
5:30p.m.
8:30p.m.
6:45p.m.
2p.m .
8:30p.m .
6 :30p.m.
7:45p.m .
5:30p.m.
4p.m .
TBA
2p.m .
12p.m .
7:45p.m.
5:30p.m.
7:45p.m.
5:30p.m.
2p.m .
7:45p.m.
5:30p.m .
80.m .
8:30p.m .
6:45p.m .
2p.m .
TBA
8:30p.m .
6:45p.m .
7:30p.m.
100.m .
8:05p.m.

8:30 p .m .
6:30 p .m .
7:45p.m .
5:30 p .m .
7:45p.m.
5:30 p .m.

§
I"

~

-~
I

~

~
~

!

~i
~

-~
~

~
~
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MSU's· Family Weekend
A picture story
PHOTOS BY ERIC SBINDEl.BOWER

While the weather failed to cooperate, it didn't dampen the spirits as Morehead State
University students hosted their family members at a variety of activities at the University's
annual Family Weekend, Sept. 16-17.
Even though it remained cloudy all day with intermittent showers, participants found a
number of opportunities to enjoy the time with their loved ones. Kicking off the weekend on
Friday was the "Magic and illusion of the Spencers" with an Equestrian Team demonstration on
Saturday afternoon that was followed by a Fish Fry. Families and friends had lots of time to catch
up on the latest happenings.
Wmners of the Family Weekend contests were: Mom and Pop Traveler Award to Mr. and Mrs.
Ricardo Ma-Chado of Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, for traveling the longest distance; Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Ellis of Perryville, Alumni Association Award; the Scholarship Award went to freshman Jennifer
Sparks of Ironton, Ohio and the Residence Hall Award went to Cooper Hall for the highest
number of participating parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo MoChodo of Rio De Jane/Jo,
Brazil. parents of Gustavo
Mo-Chodo. were presented
the Mom and Pop Eagle
Traveler Award for hqvlng
traveled the greatest
distance. Participating In
the ceremony were. from
left, his sister Mariano.
Gustavo, his parents, and
Corter and Susan Ross of
Somerset, co-presidents of
the MSU Family Association.
Gustavo. o sophomore. Is o
member of the Tennis Team.

MSU students hosted
their loved ones for o
campus visit during the
University's annual
Family Weekend.
Enjoying the m eal at the
fish fry was Cordell
Bragg of Harrodsburg
who was visiting his son
Steve. o freshman
criminology major at
MSU.

Checking out the merchandise In the Un/Versify Bookstore
was Janet Emmett of Cincinnati. Ohio. who was spending
time with her son. Sean. on MSU freshman.

During the Fomlly Association meeting, new officers were sworn In for the
coming year. Passing the gavel ore, from left. steve and Lindo Simpson of
Morehead. outgoing co-presidents, to Susie and Corter Ross of Somerset,
Incoming co-presidents. Al and Koy Evans of Morehead were named copresldents-e/ect.
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Memories made . . .
Memories cherished ...
at MSU's

•

Kicking off the
acttvttles was the
faculty and stcdf
coffee. Enjoying one
"tall tale" were three
alumni who were
former athletes. They
me, from left, John E.
"Sonny" Allen ('50) of
Morehead, Dan
Cornett ('70) of
Morehead, and Lus
Oxley ('35) of
Middletown, Md.

BY PAULINE YOUNG

PHOTOS BY Bue SHINDELBOWER
AND TIM HOI..BROOK

Morehead State University's 1994 Homecoming is now history but the reunions, fellowships
and,memories will not soon be forgotten.
While the weather cooperated by offering a warm, sunny day for the football game, alumni
and friends talked, took pictures and reminisced of days gone by. There were reunions of the
1951-57 track and cross country teams, Student Government Association presidents and
officers, human sciences and minority alumni, and the classes of 1930-35 and 1953-55; six were
inducted.into the Athletic ·Hall of Fame and Scarlett Shalaomia Johnson, a sophomore radiotelevision broadcasting major from Ashland, was crowned the 1994 Homecoming Queen.
As part of this year's festivities, MSU joined other professional organizations to sponsor the
American Heart Association Walk.
Dr. lmry Blocher. left.

12
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Yes, the 1951-57 Track and
Cross Country reunion was
"full of spirit" when they
posed for a group photo
with their former coach, Dr.
Nolan Fowter o f Cookevme,
Tenn., front row center.

At the Welcome Reception, these alumni who were
college students In the late 1950s gathered for their
annual round table discussion. They are, from left,
Ginger Splllman Corter of Lexington; Alice Fannin of
Oxford, Ohio; Jane carver Rannells of Greenfield,
Ohio; Phytlls Bumett Honshell of Wayland; Sally Roberts
Whitaker of Dupont, Ind.; Eunice Bayes Triplett of Mt.
Sterling; and Betty Cooper McKlmey (standing) of

MiamisbuJg, Ohio.

~-

There could not have been a mol9 cheerful reunion than
that of the 1930-35 classes. Atlenclng the Sunday
morning brunch were Goldie Emedne ol Bradenton, Aa.;
Lottie McBrayer of Clearfteld; and Mary Allee Jayne and
Ecllh Cine ol Morehead.

President and Mrs. Ron
EagDn hosted the Minority
Alumni reception In their
home on SatUJday

aftemoon. Joining In the
conversation were, from
left, Lyda Lewts ('70) of
Dayton, Ohio; Mrs. Eaglin;
Vic Carter ('78) of Atlanta,
Ga.; and J.J. Mark ('69) of

Dayton, Ohio.

-·

....
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program and then a new cohort presentations," Dr. McCormick
example of a community
class will be started when
said.
recognizing a need and
working to make it happen."
sufficient enrollment becomes
Successful completion of the
Custom-designed Executive
seminar for six graduate credit
available.
hours is a requirement to
M.B.A. programs are becoming
Executive M.B.A. Programs
Morehead State
more commonplace, according
progress in the program.
differ from the customary
University, through the
M.B.A. degree in that they are
to Dr. Beverly McCormick,
Students will be evaluated on
Appalachian Graduate
based on actual experience in
the basis of a portfolio created
interim dean of MSU's College
Consortium, has
of Business. "However, we
the business world, according
from assignments evolving out
launched an Executive
think our
of the seminar.
M.B.A Program for area approach is
The full
business persc;-utel
rather
program not only
seeking to further their
unique," the
includes specific
education with a
required courses,
dean said.
graduate degree in
Enrolled in
but also electives
business administration. a special
structured to meet
The program was
the needs of the
"Precept
created by MSU's
cohort, Alcorn
Seminar" this
College of Business
said.
fall are 39
faculty after talks with
individuals,
Nina Reynolds,
community leaders who whose ranks
a medical
believed there was a
technologist at
include
need for local access to
Pikeville
mining
the master's degree
executives,
Methodist
program.
Hospital who
banking
MSU President Ronald personnel,
holds a bachelor's
Alumnus Dethmers, Speaks At MSU
G. Eaglin told civic
degree in biology
medical
Ayre Elllngton Dethmers of Racine, Wls.. and o 1963 graduate of MSU,
leaders that if they
administrators, returned to campus for o reunion with her former classmates during the 1994 from MSU, has
Homecoming festivities. Shoring o happy moment were. from left. Debbie
would raise $50,000 a
long wanted to see
store
Vinson of Mt. Sterling: Angelo Christman of Flemingsburg: Merl Allen of
year for the program's
graduate
managers,
Morehead. and Dethmers. As the keynote speaker for the Deportment of
first three years, that
CPAsand
Human Sciences alumni chapter meeting. Dethmers, who Is director of
education
business lntelllgence for the S. C. Johnson & SOn, Inc.. spoke of her
MSU would fund
small business
opportunities in
experiences In home economics and food science os well as research.
instructional and other
the area for those
owners. Many
development and corporate management.
costs about twice that
who are not
of the
amount each year.
to John Alcorn, MSU associate
teachers.
students' employers are paying
The local funding
"MSU's Executive M.B.A.
full or partial tuition through
professor of accounting and
would be used to help
degree program is giving me an
coordinator of the M.B.A.
educational assistance
hire an on-site faculty
opportunity for selfprograms.
programs.
member for the program,
In addition to the traditional
improvement while making me
The Precept Seminar, which
who also would be
meets twice a week for two and more valuable to my employer
undergraduate degree
available to assist with
and this region," Reynolds said.
requirement, students enrolling a half hours this semester, was
economic development
A letter of support from
in the Executive M.B.A
carefully tailored to cover a
efforts in the Pikeville
Program must have a minimum common body of knowledge
Charles G. Snavely, president of
area.
required for the graduate
the Martin County Coal
oi two years managerial or
"This program truly is supervisory experience.
degree.
Corpora tion, is typical of the
a partnership between
responses received from other
"Actually, the seminar
Based on the cohort concept,
the University and the
transcends traditional business- area businesses. In it Snavely
this group of degree-seekers
region it serves," Dr.
rela ted courses and will include voiced the company's support
will stay together for a threeEaglin said. "It is a good year period to complete the
such areas as writing skills and
of the program itself and of its

New Executive
M .B.A~ program
offered to area
business people
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employees who enroll.
"I am glad Morehead State is
bringing a program such as this
to our area and commend you
for that investment," he wrote.
"We really appreciate the
enthusiastic support of the
business community for this
program," Dr. McCormick said.
"There's excitement on the
parts of both our faculty and
the program participants. We
really think this program is a
win-win situation for all parties
involved in this."

Educational Opportunity
Center funded for fiveyear period

Ranked in the top 10 percent
nationally last year as a result of
its efforts, Morehead State
University's Educational
Opportunity Center has been
funded for the next five years.
MSU competed against 294
universities, colleges and
community agencies to obtain
one of the 74 grants awarded by
the U.S. Department of
Education. The grant is in excess
of $1.4 million with funding for
1994-95 being $281,665.
The University's application
MSU's Ballard receives
received a perfect 100 point
Ed.D. degree
review by a team of three field
Michael D. Ballard, assistant
readers and a perfect 15 point
professor of health, physical
score on the program's record of
education and recreation at
prior achievements, according to
Morehead State University, has
Dail Howard, project director.
completed requirements for the
"The superior ranking was
Ed.D. degree at the University of based on quality of the
Tennessee-Knoxville.
application as well as quality
The degree was conferred
and quantity of prior
Aug. 12 during UT's summer
achievements," Howard said.
Traditionally, grants are funded
commencement.
for a four-year period.
Dr. Ballard's dissertation is
entitled "The Development of a
Howard credits the success of
Valid and Reliable First Aid and the program to a dedicated,
Emergency Care Test for College compassionate and highly
and University Students."
skilled team of counselors who
A member of the MSU faculty travel daily throughout MSU's
since 1993, Dr. Ballard earned
22-county service region. "They
his B.S. degree and an M.S.
provide the information and
degree in education from
asssistance necessary to enable
Eastern Kentucky University. He adults to enter programs of
also holds the specialist in
postsecondary education," he
education degree from UTsaid.
Knoxville.
Working as counselors in the
Dr. Ballard, a native of Irvine, program are Lula Bowling of
is active at the state and national Pikeville, Penny Felty of Sou th
levels with the Association for
Portsmouth, Janie Baldridge of
Health, Physical Education,
Morehead and Katie Ballard of
Recreation and Dance and
Salt Lick.
serves on the board of directors
Others involved in preparing
of the Rowan County Chapter of MSU's application were Dr. Dan
the American Red Cross.
Connell, Academic Services

Center director, who served as
mentor during the
development and critique
process, and Kitti Komtved,
secretary specialist, who did
the layout and formatting of all
statistical data as well as the
supporting narrative for the
241-page grant application
document.
MSU's Educational
Opportunity Center is located
at 303 Ward Oates Drive.
Telephone: (606) 783-2063.

ACADEMICS
Ashland, a Boyd County High
School graduate; Cheri Craft of
Louisville, a Butler High School
graduate; David Fugate of West
Liberty, a Morgan County High
School graduate; Quin Green of
Kenova, W. Va., a Ceredo-Kenova
High School graduate; Ann
Marie Haburne of Fairdale, a
Male High School graduate; Kim
Harding of Mt. Sterling, a
Rehobeth High School

Veterinary Technology
graduates wellprepared to enter
careers
The 1994 graduating class
from Morehead State
University's Veterinary
Technology Program achieved
a 100 percent passage rate
after taking the Veterinary
Technician National
Examination.
All 11 members of the class,
who sat for the lice.n sing exam
in May, earned passing scores,
according to Dr. Lee Tyner,
coordinator of MSU's
Veterinary Technology
Program. This summer the
students are completing
preceptorships, the final
requirement prior to receiving
their degrees.
"We are very proud of their
accomplishments," Dr. Tyner
said. "They now are qualified
to be licensed as veterinary
technicians in most states. A
few states have some
additional requirements," Dr.
Tyner added.
Class members are: Roma
Adkins of Sandy Hook, an
Elliott County High School
graduate; Kim Avis of

Ashland Student is MSU
Homecoming Queen
Scarlett ShaLaomla Johnson,
a sophomore radio-television
broadcasting major who hopes to hove
her own tcik show one day, has been
crowned the 1994 Homecoming
Queen at MSU. While the Marching
Bald played the fanfare. President
Ronald G. Eaglin placed the crown on
her head during half-time ceremonies
of the MSU/SOUtheOSt Missouri football
game. President of Kappa Delta socio/
sorority and a member of the MSU
Dance Team Johnson Is the daughter
of Larry J. and Sharon K. Johnson of
Ashland.
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graduate; Christy Hollon
of Ary, an M .C. Napier
High School graduate;
Samantha Hudson of Mt.
Sterling, a Montgomery
County High School
graduate; Carmel Lewis
of Barboursville, W. Va., a
Milton High School
graduate, and Shannon
Sprowles of
Campbellsville, a LaRue
County High School
graduate.
Accredited by the
American Veterinary
Medical Association,
MSU's Veterinary
Technology Program
produces veterinary
technicians who are
qualified to assist in all
areas of veterinary work.
The coursework is
designed to ensure
adequate skills in clinical
practice and laboratory
testing in such areas as
surgical assisting,
anesthesia, radiology,
clinical pathology and
other veterinary
medicine-related
practices.
Graduates of the twoand-a-half year program
earn the Associate of
Applied Sciences degree.
According to Dr. Tyner,
the demand for
veterinary technicians is
very high, making it an
excellent career choice.
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MSU's Adams works
with Ky. Company

-·

A Morehead State
University professor and a
leading Eastern Kentucky
company are involved in a
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working relationship that
Sawyer-Tower, Dr. Adams also
continues to prosper.
serves as a general consultant.
Dr. Michael Adams, MSU
Dr. Adams, anMSU faculty
assistant professor of chemistry
member since 1990, received his
and physical sciences, works
Ph.D. degree in inorganic
closely with Sawyer-Tower, a
chemistry from Ohio State
manufacturing company with
Uruversity.
production facilities in West
Philos~hy graduate
Liberty.
offere
competitive
Sawyer-Tower, a division of
fellowship
Lion Apparel in Dayton, Ohio,
A Morehead State University
makes heavy-duty weather and
graduate
from Carter County is
chemical protective clothing. In
1991, Dr. Adams was asked by the the recipient of a fellowship
company to do penetration testing awarded by the University of
Colorado at Boulder.
of various products.
Jeffrey Allen Dycus, a May
"My students and I test their
graduate and native of Olive
clothing against acids and other
Hill, is the recipient of the
dangerous chemicals to see how
fellowship
and is now pursuing
protective the clothing is from
a Ph.D. degree in philosophy at
hazardous materials," Dr. Adams
the University of Colorado.
said.
"The fellowship is a special
So far, the relationship is
award designed to give talented
working out wonderfully for
students
an opportunity to
Sawyer-Tower and MSU,
work on a doctoral degree,"
according to Nick Curtis, vice
said
Dr. Wendell O'Brien, MSU
president of Lion Apparel.
assistant professor of
''We're very pleased with
philosophy. "Fewer than 10
everything we've been involved
percent
of those who apply
with concerning Morehead State.
actually receive the award.
The University faculty has been
"The University of Colorado
extremely professional," said
was very impressed with Jeff's
Curtis.
scores and his overall
GRE
Dr. Adams and two MSU
ability," Dr. O'Brien added.
seniors-Rob Ison of West Liberty
Dycus is the son of Leo
and Mike Spencer of Sandy
Dycus
and a 1988 graduate of
Hook-have been conducting the
West Carter High School.
testing procedure. Dr. Adams
plans to use MSU students in the
future to help educate them on the MSU's Brown receives
complexities of private industry.
Ph.D. degree in business
"Over the years, I've learned a
a dministration
lot about industry and it helps
Sheryl Jean Brown, assistant
that I can now share that
professor of business at Morehead
knowledge with my students," the State University, has received the
professor said.
Ph.D. degree in business
He also considers student
administration from the
involvement in the project the best University of Kentucky.
reward for his relationship with
Dr. Brown's dissertation is
Sawyer-Tower.
entitled "Willingness to Mentor:
Besides the hands-on work with Expectations and Values."

Fall 1994

ACADEMICS
A member of MSU's faculty
since 1993, Dr. Brown earned her
baccalaureate and master's
degrees from Illinois State
Uruversity.
Among her teaching specialities
are organizational behavior,
women and management, and
labor relations.
A native of Illinois, Dr. Brown is
active in several professional
organizations, including the
Academy of Management,
American Collegiate Retailing
Association and the Southern
Management Association.

MSU's Spangler eams
Ed.D. degree
Ronald D. Spangler, assistant
professor of industrial education
and technology at Morehead State
University, has earned the Ed.D.
degree from the Uruversity of
Kentucky.
Dr. Spangler's dissertation is
entitled "The Effects of ComputerBased Animated and Static
Graphics on Learning to Visualize
Three-Dimensional Objects."
A member of the MSU faculty
since 1987, Dr. Spangler received
B.S. degrees from both MSU and
Berea College as well as an M.S.
degree from Eastern Kentucky
University.
A native of Whitesburg, Dr.
Spangler previously taught at East
Carolina University.
Active at the national and state
levels in the Association of
Educational Communications and
Technology, he also is a member
of the Society of Applied Learning
and Technology andPhi Delta
Kappa international professional
fraternity for educators.

Random Kindness
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MSU Heating Plant Gets New Look
MSU's heating plant Is undergoing extensive maintenance and
remodeling, including Improvements to Its appearance as depicted
In this artist's conceptfon. The S1.3 ml/lion project Includes
replacement of the 55-yeor-old coal handling system as well as
construction of a new coal storage foclllty, ash removal system, duct
work and exterior screening on the north side. The total project Is
expected to be completed by December. according to Joe Planck
director of MSU's physical plant. The contractor for the project Is
Spectrum Contracting SeNlces. Inc.

Kentucky Folk Art
Center receives
gifts for use in new
facility

foundation also has provided
MSU with more than $80,000 in
nursing scholarships in recent
years.
The Kentucky Folk Art Center
Morehead State
will
utilize funds from these
University's Kentucky
sources for general operating
Folk Art Center has
received $50,000 from the
expenses in the development of
Steele-Reese Foundation.
the Center and its new facility in
downtown Morehead, according
The foundation,
founded by Eleanor Steele to Jill Jayne-Read, managing
director of the center.
Reese and her husband
Created in 1985 by MSU's
Emmet P. Reese, provides
Departn:tent of Art as a collection
support to operating
of folk art from the Appalachian
charities in Southern
mountain area, the center now
Appalachian and in the
Northwest for education,
maintains a permanent collection
health, weliare and
while providing a unique
economic development program
humanities programs.
Additionally, the Center to Kentucky's folk artists. New
educational programming is
recently received $10,000
being developed that will serve
from the E.O. Robinson
to foster an appreciation of
Mountain Fund. The
Kentucky's cultural heritage.
Lexington-based

While good deeds are done
every day, some Morehead
State University employees are
encouraging everyone to look
for additional ways to perform
acts of kindness and bring more
smiles to the campus.
The "Random Act of
Kindness (RAK) Campaign"
originated in the Office of
Physical Plant earlier this
semester, according to Sue
Wright, administrative
secretary. ''We began by testing
it on our supervisors," she said.
.;aining favorable responses,
the campaign extended across
the campus, Wright noted. She
had cards printed about the
campaign and a message for the
recipient to "perform a RAK for
someone else."
In some cases, the RAK
consisted of opening doors,
helping others pick up items
they dropped or any number of
other things to put a smile on
someone's face. ''We are just

asking everyone to be conscious
of ways to help others," she
said.
Betty Sue Hurley, custodian
in Camden-Carroll Library, was
pleased with the reactions she
has received from the
campaign. "One day I took a
candle to someone along with a
card discussing the RAK
campaign. The next day, that
person told me they had given
blood for the first time," she
said.
Hurley believes the kindness
is being passed on because now
the first person has brought a
gift to someone else.
Wright said the idea came
from watching the Oprah
Wm.frey show where discussion
covered a RAK campaign in a
town in Florida. "Among the
'kindnesses' Oprah noted were
the paying of tolls for those
behind her on the parkway,
while others had offered to

Regents Swom In
At a meeting of MSU's Board of Regents on Sept. 16, District Judge John Cox
gave the oath of office to, from left, Board Chairman Wiii/om R. Seaton. Student
Regent Mork Anderson of Georgetown. Ohio, and Staff Regent Gene Coud/11.
Seaton, who hos choired tf'le board since 1989, was recentfy reappointed to the
board by Gov. Brereton Jones. Anderson will serve a one-year term while
president of tf'le Student Government Association. Caudill, who Is the first staff
regent for MSU, will serve a three-year term.
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MSU students participate in
Veterans Day observance
Cade ts In Morehead State University's ROTC Program participated In this
year's Veterans Doy ceremonies. On the campus, o wreath was p lace d at
the Eagle bust which Is dedicated to former students who gave their lives
In defense of freedom. Toking port in the ceremony were Doris Brown, left.
winchester junior: Army Sgt. Maj. Richard Kidd and Kristina Jo hnson. Hazard
senior. Kidd, a Morehead native, Is the Army's senior nonc ommissioned
offic er. The Veterans Days activities were sponsored by the Morehead
Woman 's Club, American Legion Post 126 and its Auxlllory, Army recruiting
NCO, MSU's ROTC Botto/Ion and Rowan County VFW Post 3731 .

babysit allowing the
parent time away from
home," she added.
This campaign is
something that is
appropriate for the
workplace or at home,
Wright said. Additional
information is available
by calling (606) 783-2066.

MSU theatre
students work
nationwide and
abroad
Twenty-three
Morehead State
University students who
participate in the
University's theatre
program worked
professionally in
summer theaters
nationwide and abroad.
"Many of these
18
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students acquired their
positions through competitive
auditions at last spring's
Southeastern Theatre
Conference," said Dr. Travis
Lockhart, MSU director of
theatre.
Paula Creech of Louisa, a
graduate student, appeared as a
singer and dancer with
American Entertainment
Productions at the Elspe
Festival in Germany.
Working at the Capitol
Theatre in Rome, N.Y., were
Will Ingham of Naples, Fla.,
who graduated in May, as
technical director and Dwayne
Gillespie, Arlington, Va., senior,
as a carpenter.
Amanda Hay, Morehead
sophomore, was properties
designer, and Scott Coppock,
Columbus, Ohio, junior, was a
carpenter at the Music Theatre
in Louisville. Jerett Gieseler of
Morehead, who graduated in

Fall 1994

May, was an actor/singer in
the "Stephen Foster Story" at
Bardstown, and Matt Johnson,
Georgetown sophomore, acted
in "Blue Jacket" at Xenia, Ohio.
Edward Jon Wilson, Corbin
junior, Jessica Hester of
Louisville, who graduated in
May, and Nicole Harris,
Greenup junior, were
costumers for "Unto These
Hills" in Cherokee, N.C., while
Derek Mudd, Lebanon
Junction senior, was an actor
and technician at the same
location.
Also in North Carolina at
Manteo with "The Lost
Colony," were Carl Curnutte,
Morehead senior, Rebecca
Holbrook, Morehead junior,
and Janell Jordan, Morehead
freshman, as costumers and
John Buford, Morehead
graduate student, as a singer.
Singing and acting in
"Someday" at Bruin was Holly
Beth Thompson, Grayson
sophomore. Monique Cash,
Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, was an
Equity apprentice actress at
Allenberry Playhouse in Boiling
Springs, Penn.
Donetta Riley of
Prestonsburg, who graduated
in May was an actress in "The
Legend of Daniel Boone" at
Harrodsburg. Serving as a
costumer with the Galveston
Island Outdoor Musicals in
Texas was Kerry Townsend of
Louisville, who graduated in
May.
Two other May graduates,
James Phillips of Greenland,
Ohio, and Mary Whidden of
Morehead, were in Boone, N.C.,
where he was technical director
and she was stage manager for
"Horn in the West."
Shannon Convery, Morehead

sophomore, was an actress/
intern with Hope Summer
Repertory Company in
Holland, Mich. Thomas Pogue,
a Staenger, Norway, junior, was
working as a carpenter with the
Shenandoah Theatre in
Virginia.

Kentucky Savings Plan
enables parents to plan
ahead for their child's
college costs
Higher education costs
continue to rise rapidly, and
paying for college without
incurring huge debts is
becoming increasingly more
difficult. The Kentucky
Educational Savings Plan Trust
can help families save for their
children's higher education.
The Trust, created by the
Kentucky General Assumbly in
1988 and administered by the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority, provides
an uncomplicated and
attractive way to save for the
higher ed ucation costs of
children under age 15.
Participants control the
frequency and amount of
deposits into their accounts and
are not bound to any paymen t
amount or schedule, as long as
deposits are at least $25.
Deposits can be made by
coupon or payroll deduction or
in a lump sum.
The trust offers competitive
savings rates and guarantees a
4% rate of return. Investment
income is free of Kentucky
taxes (if the money is used, as
intended, to pay for educational
expenses), and savings are
excluded from calculation of
state student aid.

If the beneficiary decides not
to go to college, the Trust will
return the money to the
participant. An account can be
cancelled at any time; and the
maximum penalty is only $25.
Anyone can open an account
to benefit a specific child if one
of them has "Kentucky ties."
Criteria for "Kentucky ties" are
having a current or former
residence in Kentucky, being
employed or formerly employed
in Kentucky, or having family
members with a current or
former residence in Kentucky.
Trust account funds can be
applied to programs at
accredited institutions of higher
learning anywhere in the United
States. If the beneficiary is a
resident of Kentucky for eight
continuous years while the
participation agreement is in
effect, and the beneficiary then

moves out of state, the
beneficiary will qualify for
Kentucky in-state tuition rates.
"The Trust is a great way for
families to save for higher
education," said Jo Carole Ellis,
assistant program
administrator. "Student aid
funding has not kept pace with
rising college costs, and more
students and parents are being
forced to borrow heavily to pay
for school.
"Anyone can afford to save
with this plan, and there are so
many good benefits; it just
makes sense to open an
account. It's never too early to
start saving for college."
To receive additional
information, please write the
Kentucky Educational Savings
Plan Trust, 1050 U.S. 127 South,
Suite 102, Frankfort, KY 406014323, or call 1-800-338-0318.

Octavia Williams Graves of
Morehead, 91, a retired associate
professor of elementary education,
died Sept. 6.
The wife of the late Dr. Roy Edwin
Graves, she taught at MSU from 1946
until retiring in 1973. She was a graduate
of Morehead State University and
George Peabody University and a
member of Faith Presbyterian Church.
Surviving are a son, Roy Edwin
Graves Jr. of Vestal, N.Y.; a daughter,
Jane Graves of Cupertino, Calif.; a
brother and two sisters.
Memorial contributions may be made
to the American Diabetes Association,
721 W Main Street, Louisville, KY 40202.

MISCELLANY

KET. MSU unite aga1nst youth violence
Morehead State University officials recently joined KET staff
members to discuss cooperative projects to combat youth
violence with an emphasis on addressing the Issue on
campuses. KET Is part of a national two-year project to counter
youth violence to be launched In 1995. On hand for the
meeting were, seated from left. Judy Rovell. KET's state
outreach coordinator;· Mrs. Bonnie Eaglln, chair of MSU's
Campus Violence Task Force: Jacquellne Scott. MSU
nontraditional student counselor. Standing, from left, are Biii
Wilson, KET deputy executive director of education: Dr. Byron
Johnson. MSU associate professor of sociology; Lee Allen KET
southern regional director of the Public Television Outreach
All/once,· Poullne Romey, MSU's freshman orientation course
coordinator,i Dr. Constance Hardesty. MSU assistant professor of
sociology; Sharon Jackson. GED on KET project director. and Dr.
Alban Wheeler. MSU professor of sociology. Eaglin also seNes
on the Amer/con Association of State Colleges and Universities'
Task Force on Campus Violence.

Hazel Dean Hicks Whitaker of Morehead, 74, a retired
faculty member and administrator, died Aug. 26 of an
apparent heart attack.
A former associate professor of education and director of testing
services, she retired from Morehead State University in 1976. She
was also a former principal, teacher and guidance counselor.
She earned her bachelor's and master's degrees from MSU and a
specialist degree from the University of Kentucky.
Organist for Northcutt Home for funerals for nearly 20 years,
she was a deacon at the First Baptist Omrch, where she also had
been church musician and held other leadership roles.
Preceded in death by her husband, Wtlliam M. Whitaker Jr., she
is survived by a son, William M. Whitaker ID, a former MSU
administrator and faculty member now of Statesboro, Ga.; a sister;
five grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
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We Want To Hear
From You!
If you have business
with theMSU Alumni
Association ,
we invite you to call
us toll-free at 1-800-783ALUM (2586).
You can reach the
MSU Foundation at 1800-833-GIVE (4483).
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D.r. Cathy L. Barlow,
former d ean of the
College of Edu cation
and Health Sciences at
the University of
Evansville (Ind.), has
been named che\ir of
the Department of
Elementary, Reading
and Special Education
at Morehead State
University.
Before assuming the
role of clean in 1991, Dr.
Barlow had served as
director of Instructional
Services for Bartlesville,
Okla., public schools.
"We are very
fortunate to have this
highly qualified
professional," said Dr.
Richard Daniel, interim
dean of the College of
Educa tion and
Behavioral Sciences.
"Her knowledge of the
college curriculum, as
well as that of public
schools, will be a
valuable asset as we
continue our work with
KERA."
The new chair
previously was an
assistant principal for
Bartlesville High School
and a professor at
Oklahoma State
University. She held
MOREHEAD STATFMJEM'JI'

terms as vice president and
then president of the National
Division of Learning
Disabiligies after serving the
organization at the state level.
She was chairman of the Board
of the Community Counseling
Services at Community
Methodist Hospital and past
president of the Oklahoma
Federation of the Council for
Exceptional Children.
A member of the American
Association of University
Women and Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development, Dr. Barlow has
been widely published as well
as active in numerous research
projects. She has given
presentations on grant writing,
training programs, and
educational strategies.
Dr. Barlow earned her B.A.
degree in psychology I
education from Milligan
College in Tennessee, a master's
degree from Ball State
University, and the Ed.D degree
from the University of Tulsa.

Michigan and as a counselor,
instructor and director with
several basketball camps,
including his own.
He is the son of Bob
Donewald, Sr., current head
coach at Western Michigan and
former head coach at Illinois
State and assistant coach at
Indiana.
"We are thrilled that we
could attract someone at this
late date with the combination
of experience and energy that
Bob has," said Eagle Head
Coach Dick Fick. ''He will be an
.excellent addition to out staff.
"His work with his father, a
well-respected coach who-was a
part of an Indiana national
championship team and who
has taken his teams to the
NCAA tournament, and with
the Nets, has prepared him well
as a coach. I believe he will be a
tremendous coach for many
years."
Donewald, 24, earned a
bachelor's degree from Western
Michigan in 1993.

Susanne to our staff.
"With the academic success
we've had, ranking first in the
state in Division I basketball
graduation rates, we're
counting on Susanne to help us
maintain and even improve in
that area and in other
administrative areas of our
program. She has great loyalty
to MSU, and loyalty makes for a
championship person and qa
championship program."
Parrish, 22, earned a
bachelor's degree from MSU in
May.

Michael E. Pennington of
Flatwoods has joined the staff
of M orehead State University's
Susanne Parrish, a native of Office of Admissions as the
Bob Donewald, Jr., has been
University's admissions
Catlettsburg, Ky., and recent
named an assistant basketball
representative for the Big
MSU graduate, has been
coach at MSU.
named administrative assistant Sandy area.
Donewald comes to MSU
P~gton will be based in
after serving a season as
for the Eagle basketball
Prestonsburg
at MSU's Big
assistant to the executive vice
program.
Sandy Extended Campus
president and scout for the
Parrish spent three of her
Center, according to Charles
New Jersey Nets. With the Nets, undergraduate years working
with
the
MSU
baseball
office,
Myers,
MSU' s director of
he assisted Willis Reed in the
admissions.
day to day basketball
where her responsibilities
"He will be working with all
included office administration
operations, including
students-traditional
and
organization of scouts in
and assisting with fund-raising
nontraditional-from the Big
and public relations.
preparation for the NBA draft
"The role of administrative
Sandy area who are interested
and in scouting NBA opponents
in
continuing their education at
for Coach Chuck Daly and his
assistant with our basketball
staff.
program has taken on growing Morehead State," said Myers.
"Placing him out in the
importance each season," said
Prior to joining the Nets'
region
will make it easier for
staff, he served as a student
Eagle Head Coach Dick Fick.
students and school personnel
"And, we're excited to add
assistant coach at Western
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with additional contacts
throughout Kentucky as the
need arises, according to
Charlie Myers, director of
admissions.
"He will work with both
traditional and non-traditional
students who have expressed
interest in continuing their
education at Morehead State,"
Myers said.
In his new role, he will travel
to high schools across the state,
participating in their college
fairs and speaking with
students, Mapoma said. "I will
explain from my own
experience what life is like at
Morehead State and how other
students can benefit by taking
advantage of the opportunities
at the University," he said.
Mapoma plans to highlight
the benefits of additional study
and try to motivate students to
pursue that goal. "I think it is
my job to encourage students to
continue their education and to
help them understand both the
process and reasons to continue
their education at MSU," he
said.
Currently a graduate student
at the University, Mapoma
earned a Bachelor of Arts
degree in communications,
graduating magna cum laude.
As an undergraduate,
Mapoma served as both vice
president and president of
MSU's Student Government
Chando Mapoma, a native of
. .
Zambia, Africa, has joined the Association and was the
student representative on the
staff of MSU's 0 ffice of
University's
Board of Regents.
Admissions as an admissions
Mapoma may be reached by
representative.
calling MSU's Office of
Mapoma is assigned
primarily to metropolitan areas Admissions at (606)783-2000.

to find out about MSU's
programs and services," Myers
said. "He will visit area high
schools as well as assist transfer
students in enrolling at MSU."
Pennington may be reached
by calling the Big Sandy Center
at (606) 886-2405 or toll-free at
1-800-648-5372.
A nontraditional student,
Pennington earned his Bachelor
of Arts degree in
communication magna cum
laude from MSU. He is a
December candidate for the
master's degree in adult and
higher education at MSU.
As a graduate student,
Pennington served as an intern
in the Office of Admissions, an
experience that he believes will
be an asset as he counsels
students.
He is a member of the
Kentucky Association of
College Registrar and
Admissions Officers and Phi
Kappa Phi national honor
society.
He and his wife, Charlotte,
are the parents of one daughter.

J

Leon Burc hett, left. reviews llterature about the University with the
former Eastern Kentucky educator Dr. John C. Phll/ey, MSU 's
executive vice president for academic affairs.

Leon Burchett, former
supertendent of the Paintsville
Independent Schools, has been
named special assistant for
school relations at MSU.
Announcement of his
appointment to the part-time
post was made jointly by MSU
President Ronald G. Eaglin and
Dr. John C. Philley, MSU
executive vice president for
academic affairs.
"Well-known and respected
in public education circles
throughout Eastern Kentucky,
Mr Burchett will serve as our
liaison with the schools in our
service region," Dr. Eaglin said.
"We are pleased to have him
working on MSU's behalf."
Other responsibilities include
assisting to identify and recruit
outstanding students from the
region, helping with "Meet
Morehead State" programs and
acting as a liaison with the
Kentucky Educational
Development Corporation.
uHe also will be working
closely with the offices of

admission and financial aid as
well as with MSU's extended
campus centers," said Dr.
Philley. "Mr. Burchett' s
know ledge of Eastern
Kentucky's public schools is an
invaluable asset in his new
role."
Communication is critical to
his new role, according to
Burchett. "I realize the
importance of good
communication and good
relationships between MSU and
the schools in the region," he
said. "I will work hard to keep
those lines of communication
open."
Burchett served as
superintendent from 1983 until
retiring earlier this year. He
previously was principal at
Johnson Central High School,
where he had held other
administrative positions and
also taught.
He earned his B.A. and M.S.
degrees from the University of
Kentucky and the Rank I in
school administration from
Eastern Kentucky University.
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Billy Skaggs (57) was recently inducted into
the Michigan High School Coaches
Hall of Fame. Skaggs served 31 years
as a high school coach. In coaching
his basketball and baseball teams he
never experienced a losing season.
He served four years in the United
States Air Force and coached baseball
and basketball service teams. He is a
member of the Am.vets, Ell<s and
Masons, and served as an usher in the First Methodist
Church for many years. H e and his wife, Willa Dean Prater
Skaggs (56), have two children.
Robert D. Fraley (62) has been promoted to the position of executive
vice president and chief financial officer of Baldwin
Development Company and the Baldwin Asset Management
Company. Fraley's extensive executive experience in
financial management, both domestically and
internationally, gives Baldwin clients an edge in identifying
and obtaining the latest financial products.
Dennis L. Speigel (69) has been elected vice chairman of American
Dream Parks & Entertainment, Ltd., a Hong Kong-based
entertainment development company. American Dream
Parks & Entertainment, Ltd., will build five major theme
parks in mainland Orina during the next five years. As vice
chairman, Speigel will be responsible for all aspects of
development and coordination of the five theme parks
currently in the planning process.
Ramona Brothers Curtis (71) has been elected vice president of
Wachovia Bank of North Carolina in North Wilkesboro.
Curtis is a corporate banker.
Vaughn Caudill (73) has been promoted to
lieutenant colonel in the Army Reserves.
He and his wife Patsy (75) reside m San
Antonio, Tex.
William H. Gaunce (74) will head the Workforce
Development Cabinet's new Office for
Training and R~ploymenl Galll1ce
has more than 18 years experience in
Kentucky employment and training
programs. Gaunce worked in the Cabinet
for Human Resources Department for
Employment Services from 1975 until 1990, when he joined
the Workforce Development Cabinet as manager of the
Kentucky Job Training Coordinating Council.
Dr. Ann Greenwell (74) is a pediatric dentist at the Children and
Youth Project at the University of Louisville and specializes
in the care and treatment of mentally and physically
disabled children. She joins Seven Counties Services, Inc.,
board of directors which is a private, non-profit corporation
providing mental health, chemical dependencyI abuse, and
developmental planning and services in seven colll1ties.
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H. V. Bud Lucke (79) of J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons,
Inc., of Ashland, Ky., has been promoted
to vice president by the firm. Lucke
joined the firm in 1984, was awarded
goalmaker in 1991, master goalmaker in
1992 and executive club in 1993.
Robert Collett (79) has been named director of
human resources at the E.D. Bullard
Company where he was formerly
personnel manager. Collett has been with
Bullard since 1988.
Kate Hancock (79), publications writerI editor in
the Office of Graphic Communications at
Ohio University (Athens), has been
named administrative assistant to the
president. Hancock will work on writing,
editing and research projects. She will
handle some budgetary and scheduling
responsibilities in relation to the
president's office.
Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Stephen A. Estes
(80) recently reported for duty at Naval
Air Station, Sigonella, Italy
Sharee Forsythe-Price (80) is the art director
for the Portsmouth Mural Project in
Portsmouth, Ohio. She became
involved in the project in 1993, when
she met muralist Robert Dafford while
he was working on one of the first
paintings to be painted on the
floodwall. She has been a full-time art
teacher at Portsmouth High School for
the past 15 years. Price has also done
some mural work of her own-a
mural at the Portsmouth Regional
Airport. As art director, she assists in decisions concerning
the images to be put on the wall as well as promotional
imagery for the projecl The floodwall is 2,000 feet long and
approximatley 20 feet tall.
'Iim Roberts (83) is the director of documentation for Mid-American
Data Processing, a subsidiary of the Bank of Louisville. He is
responsible for coordinating, editing, and writing some of
the company's technical communication projects (manuals,
system flow charts, online help, etc.), and also edits the
company's two in-house publications, the IS Quarterly and
the Infonnation Technology Review.
H.B. Elkins (83), a Lee County, Ky., resident, is among the
columnists featured in the new publication True Blue, a
weekly devoted to the University of Kentucky athletics
which debuted in September. Elkins is currently editor of the
Citizens Voice & Times in Irvine, Ky. He will write a weekly
column entitled "From the Stands" which will contain the

•

observations and opinions of an average UK wildcat fan who has
no inside access to the program or the players, and who has to
rely on the newspaper, radio and television for coverage of the
Wildcats as do most fans.
Virginia Ann White (83) recently took top honors in the Tennessee
Associated Press Managing Editors newspaper contest for
deadline writing. She received the first place award for her
account of Chief Warrant Officer Michael Durant's homecoming
to Fort Campbell, Ky., after his release by Somali captors in
October 1993. White is a staff writer for The Leaf Chronicle in
Clarksville, Tenn., and covers crime and courts.
Davis Scott Burke (84) was recently recognized at the Fall Awards
Banquet sponsored by the Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants honoring new CPAs and successful candidates from
the May 1994 CPA Examination. Burke is employed by Toyota
Motor Manufacturing in Georgetown, Ky.
Navy Lt. Timothy M. HaLL (85) is completing a six-month deployment
to the Western Pacific and Indian Oceans with the aircraft carrier
USS Kitty Hawk, homeported in San Diego. Hall's ship is the
lead ship of its battle group. While deployed, Hall has visited
Japan, Okinawa, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Guam and
Malaysia.
Vivian F. Cyrus (86) recently earned the Ph.D. degree from the
University of Kentucky. Her dissertation was entitled "The
Category of Monoids." She is an assistant professor of
mathematics at MSU. New to the faculty this fall, she was a
former teacher in the Broward County, Fla., schools.
Dawn Barnhart Lozis (87) was selected by the Army to attend graduate
school at Baylor University. She is pursuing a master's degree in
Hospital Administration. She is currently a captain and is based
out of San Antonio, Tex. Upon completion of the program, she
will be reassigned to Washington, D.C.
Bernard L. McKay (91) has joined the law firm of Frost & Jacobs and is
associated with the firm's Cincinnati office in its tax and estate
department. Frost & Jacobs is a full-service law firm with over
165 attorneys.
Kevitt H. Smit1t (92) was recently recognized at the Fall Awards Banquet
sponsored by the Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants honoring new CPAs and successful candidates from
the May 1994 CPA Examination. Smith is employed at Kelly,
Galloway & Company in Ashland, Ky.
Eugene C. "Dusty" Weathers,
(92) was recently recognized at the Fall
Awards Banquet sponsored by the Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants honoring new CPAs and successful
candidates from the May 1994 CPA Examination. Weathers is
employed by Faulkner & King, P.S.C., in Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Kelly L. Dedman (93) is the public relations coordinator for TAPP!
(Technical Association for the Pulp and Paper Industry). He
currently writes news releases and functions as editor of TAPPI's
14newsletters. He most recently held the position as design
services operator doing layout and design of various
promotional publications and advertisements. TAPP!, based in
Atlanta, Ga., is the world's largest technical association for the

m
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paper and related industries and is comprised of over 35,000
members worldwide.
Kari Murph (93) is competing for the first time on the Professional
Women's Bowling tour. She recently bowled in the U .S. Open at
Wichita, Kan. She was third after the first round of the Ladies Pro
Bowlers Tour $75,000 Hammer Midwest Open at Rockford, ill.
Murph lugs around, from city to city, an extra 192 pounds-or 16
pounds per ball. Murph is an assistant manager and bowling
instructor at Capri Lanes in Dayton, Ohio, when not on the road.
Brenda K. Ball (94) was recently recognized at the Fall Awards Banquet
sponsored by the Kentucky Society of Certified Public
Accountants honoring new CPAs and successful candidates from
the May 1994 CPA Examination. Ball is employed by Fraleft
Miller & Company in Grayson, Ky.

\\'EDDl'.\G \\'ATCH
L UCY NORRIS

(90), MOREHEAD, AND RICKY }OE WILLIAMS, MOREHEAD

MARY G. MURPHY (86), EzEL, AND DR. HENRY NORFLEET, CYNlllIANA
SuzETIE HIGNITE (91), FLATWOODS, AND RussELL

ANGELA LYNN BEAM

A. SHAW (94), MecHANJcsv1LLB, VA.

(92), CAnBITSBURG, AND MAR.Ko A. TREVINO, BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS.

LowE (79), IRoNTON, Omo, AND CASEY COLVIN, JR., lRoNToN, Omo
LYNNETI'E R. SM1111 (93), AsHLAND , AND }AMES R. "RusTY'' l<AuTZ (82), MOREHEAD
ANITA WAGGONER (93), SANDY HooK AND }OHNIB D. LEWIS, JR. (90), SANDY HOOK
TRACY L. PoLurr (93), Ew1Nc, AND LEONARD A. EusANKs, n, FLEMINGSBURG
LESIA M. BREWER (93), MOREHEAD, AND DARRIN ELDRIDGE, HILLSBORO
TAMMY K. BLACK (92), WALLINGFORD, AND PAUL A. HARDIN, JIL, CARLISLE
STEPHANIE CARMICHAEL (92), LEXlNGTON, AND PATRICK M. HIGGINS (92), CALDWELL, Omo
JENNIFER l. WADSWORTH (92), NEw CARUSLE, Omo, AND J EEFREY W. CoLUNs, LEXINGTON
JANUARY K. PRICE (93), MOREHEAD, AND LT. KEvlN R. REED, SWEETWATER, TEX.
MICHELLE R. PREWITT, LEXINGTON, AND MICHAEL S. PRICE (93), MoRBHllAD
VICTORIA 0. PENNINGTON (92), MOREHEAD, AND DANIEL H. FISHER (93), FruCITY, Omo
ROBIN LYNN RIDDLE (92), MOREHEAD, AND JOHN P. SOINEIDER (92), CINCINNATI, Omo
M1CREI.LE

~

l<IMBERLY S. STEVENS (88), MOREHEAD, AND ROBERT BARK.ER, MOREHEAD
STEPHANIE J. DILL

(92), FAIRFIELD, Omo, AND JosEPH T.

SCHULTE, PANDORA, Omo

,_......,
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MSU f ootball-historymakers
sigtJ on television prime-time

Mike Gottfried and Phil Simms: ESPN analysts ·
BY RANDY STACY
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wo of the most prominent names in Morehead State
University football history, Mike Gottfried and Phil Simms,
are now two of the most prominent names involved in
national television coverage of college and professional football.
Gottfried, a quarterback on the
Eagle squad from 1962-65 who
passed for 3,553 yards and 28
touchdowns, serves as an analyst for
ESPN's prime-time College Football
Association telecasts and the NFL
Draft. He joined FSPN in 1990 and
provided analysis on late-afternoon
CFA games for one seasoa
A 1966 graduate of MSU and
former Eagle assistant football coach,
Gottfried spent 12 years as a college
football coach before joining ESPN.
His head coaching stops include
Murray State (1978-80), Cincinnati
(1981-82), Kansas (19~ and
Pittsburgh (1986-89). During his four
Mike Gottfried
years at Pittsburgh, Gottfried
compiled a record of 26-17-2, including two wins each over Notre
Dame, Penn State and West Vrrginia.
He and his wife, Michaelene, and children, Mindy and Marcy,
currently reside in Mobile, Ala.
Simms, an Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Year
while passing for 5,545 yards and 32 touchdowns from 1975-78 at
MSU, joined ESPN in July as an analyst for NFL Prime Monday
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and Edge NFL Sunday Match-Up. He also contributes to ESPN's
Sunday NFL studio coverage.
The Springfield, Ky., native who played high school football at
Louisville Southern enjoyed a 15-year career with the New York
Giants, tying him for the club service record. In 1993, his final
season, Simms earned his second trip to the Pro Bowl (he was Pro
Bowl MVP in 1985), completing a career-high 61.8% of his passes
while leading the Giants to the conference semifinals.
A highlight of Simms' career was his Super Bowl XXI MVP
performance. He completed 22 of 25 passes in the Giants' 39-20
victory over Denver on Jan. 25, 1987. New York Daily News writer
Gary Myers described that
performance as, "the greatest
Super Bowl game ever played by
a quarterback."
Simms was a first-round draft
pick in 1979. He holds 19 Giants
records, including 2,576
completions in 4,647 attempts for
33,503 yards. He is eligible for
NFL Hall of Fame selection after
the 1998 season.
Simms' jersey number (12)
became the first ever to be retired
PhD Simms
at MSU. The University did so in
honor of his achievements as a collegiate and professional athlete
on Feb. 21, 1987.
.
He and his wife, Diana, reside in Franklin Lakes, N.J., with sons,
Christopher and Matthew, and daughter, Deirdre.
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